**STATE OF ARKANSAS\nONE GOVERNMENT INI TIATIVES**

**1 OFFICE 365**

**NO** consistent Microsoft license for each agency
$6 MILLION PER YEAR EACH AGENCY SPENS

**What is Office 365?**

Office 365 provides anywhere access to familiar Office tools, enterprise-grade email, web conferencing, document management, and business process workflows.

Office 365 is a powerful collaboration.
Office 365 is trusted security.
Office 365 is build for efficiency.

With consolidation the future spend in Microsoft products $8.6 MILLION

28,000 EMPLOYEES

**Data Center Modernization**

You retain autonomy and control of your applications. WE oversee security and compliance.

Modernization will mitigate many business challenges and risks that Departments face today.

A shared foundation paves the way for next generation government.

**Dual Powered IT Equipment**

300 Tons of Cooling

**Emergency Power**

3 diesel powered generators
7-days run time from on-site fuel storage
20,000 gallons combined fuel capacity

**Physically Secured**

9,600 square feet

**Cloud Services**

Flexible, cost-effective and available on demand

**Enterprise Class**

563 hosted servers
2PB managed storage

**ONE GOVERNMENT 2**

**CHIEF DATA OFFICE 3**

1% reduction in recidivism realized in Arkansas.

$3M decrease in cost

$2M+ annual decrease in Arkansas Medicaid fraud waste and abuse through data sharing with Arkansas Department of Corrections

**CDO Initiatives at a Glance**

- Limited interagency data sharing
- Limited cross-sector data sharing
- Interagency Data Sharing Agreements
- Privacy Governance Team
- Standardized multiagency agreements
- Comprehensive, searchable inventory